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Any keypad associated with the software is
context sensitive, so you can have a
programmable disc burning keyboard in the
program, then use the track numbers that appear
in your media. And Magix offers a couple of media-
labeling modes. You can label clips with names,
tags, and keywords, and when you use the search
field, you can input text, such as title, description,
or author. Drag a clip to a group, and the clip is
inserted into the group in place of whichever clips
already reside in the group. When you drag a clip
out of a group, it leaves behind a placeholder
group; you can also quickly eject a group by
pressing the delete key. There are a few nagging
glitches, however, such as some video clips that
don't play, don't appear in the timeline, or
become dead weight that takes up valuable
space. There also seems to be a time in the past
when the software could play some but not all of
the clips I dragged from my library of video source
files. As I mentioned earlier, I'm able to remove
clips from the timeline, but I can't reorder them,
move them to different tracks, or delete them.
The storyboard view has a folder-like structure,
but it doesn't seem to offer enough tabs to control
it. It's not easy to organize your source files and
keep track of what's what, and it seems that clips
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are often not given enough space for titles,
subtitles, and other movie information. The
dialogue for a clip is not always positioned in a
location where it can be seen. You can join or
delete clips as a unit, though I found it easier to
cut and paste clips to new tracks or delete groups,
re-arrange clips in a group, or convert a group of
clips to a single clip. You can also link tracks, and
the linking uses the same methods that Apple
offers for connecting apps. When you link a clip to
a track, you can have the track display the linked
clip at the beginning of the clip. This is a nice
addition, especially if you want your editor to
simply "see" the beginning of the clip when they
enter the clip. The link feature also lets you design
a timeline that clips have to fulfill in order to be
included in the final movie. One of the advantages
is that the program can re-export a finished
project, editing and all, to DVD using a menu
system that offers flexible and clear choices.
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the burner is an astonishingly powerful tool for
those of you who dabble with film production, and
you get to really see the difference in text on the
screen as the options prompt more and more of
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your video is exported as a variety of files. it has
some serious limitations, however, and my

primary recommendation would be to use it if you
are targeting websites, or are producing short

videos that will not exceed the file size of the paid
version. movie edit pro 17 plus has more than 20
different preferences screens, so your experience

can really vary depending on what you set,
whether it is defaults, or more than four video

presets. if you are looking for a specific feature,
the features are as follows: 1. undo-redo 2. shape
shift 3. warp 4. pan/zoom 5. rotate 6. retouche 7.

step up 8. 3d shake 9. 3d depth 10. filter 11. voice
over 12. key frame 13. warp blend 14. match shot
15. match cut 16. copy/cut 17. copy/cut vertically
18. move in place 19. reverse 20. transform 21.
soundtrack maker 22. online media maker 23.

travel route animation 24. new soundboards 25.
audio book read 26. video to audio 27. audio to
video 28. 3d titler 29. new filter attributes 30.

image info 31. online movie maker 32.
screensaver 33. export to 3d 34. export to 3d

movie maker 35. export to ppt 36. export to pdf
37. export to dv 38. export to 3d dvd 39. export to
psd 40. export to jpg 41. export to fb 42. export to

mts 43. export to mov 44. export to iso 45.
exports to up 46. export to flv 47. export to mp4
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48. export to avi 49. export to mp3 50. export to
pgs 51. export to pptx 52. export to tpg 53. export

to pdf (b&w only) 54. export to tif 5ec8ef588b
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